Increased Myo-Inositol in Primary Motor Cortex of Contact Sports Athletes without a History of Concussion
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Abstract
The objective of the study was to determine whether repetitive hits to the head at a subclinical level are associated with structural and functional brain abnormalities and whether these effects are influenced by high levels of fitness associated with intense physical activity. Seventy-two college students were recruited: 24 nonathletic, 24 athletes practicing a varsity contact sport, and 24 athletes practicing a varsity noncontact sport. They were recruited for a neuropsychological evaluation and a magnetic resonance imaging session that included magnetic resonance spectroscopy of primary motor cortex (M1) and prefrontal cortex and susceptibility-weighted imaging. There was no evidence for reduced cognitive performance or presence of micro bleeds in contact sports athletes. Abnormalities in contact sports athletes were found for myo-inositol concentration (mIns) in M1, where levels were significantly higher compared with noncontact sports athletes (p = 0.016) and nonathletes (p = 0.029). In prefrontal cortex, glutamate + glutamine (Glx) was significantly reduced in contact sports athletes compared with noncontact sports athletes (p = 0.016), and a similar reduction was observed for gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) levels (p = 0.005). Varsity contact sports are associated with area-specific alterations in mIns concentration in the primary motor cortex. In the prefrontal cortex, high levels of fitness could modulate the effects of head impact exposure on prefrontal metabolite concentration. Indeed, although athletes in contact and noncontact sports show different neurometabolic profiles, they do not differ from sedentary controls.
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Introduction
Sports-related concussions have long been considered minor and completely reversible insults to the brain. This belief is supported by the common spontaneous resolution of symptoms within seven to 10 days1 and failure to observe any overt brain damage as assessed by standard neuroimaging techniques.2 Sports concussions, however, have been the object of intense scrutiny in the last decade, leading to growing concerns of lasting physical, behavioral, and cognitive dysfunction (post-concussion syndrome) and the possible risk of development of neurodegenerative pathology after multiple concussions.1,3

While the relation between clinical and cognitive symptoms and changes in brain structure and function remains uncertain, several studies have reported widespread brain abnormalities thought to be concussion-related.4 At the neurochemical level, studies using magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) most consistently have found lower levels of N-acetylaspartate (NAA), a marker of neuronal integrity, in athletes with a history of concussion.5 These reductions have been found in the acute6 and chronic7 phases of concussion, although others have reported recovery of NAA abnormalities within 30 days post-concussion.6,9 Imbalanced glutamate (Glu) levels and post-acute fluctuations of myo-inositol (mIns) levels have also been identified, further suggesting lasting cellular alterations in the brain of athletes with a history of concussion.5

Significantly, alterations in metabolite concentration have also been reported more than 30 years after the last concussive event. For example, increases in mIns and decreases in choline (Cho) levels were found in the medial temporal lobe of athletes who sustained their last concussion more than 30 years before testing.10 In a younger sample of retired rugby players, however, Gardner and collaborators11 found no evidence for altered NAA, Cho, Glu, and mIns concentrations in the occipitoparietal cortex, although glutathione was significantly lower.
In recent years, the issue of whether alterations in brain anatomy and function are specific and caused by concussions has been raised. Indeed, repetitive, subconcussive hits to the head have been associated with distributed structural damage to both white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM). Abnormalities in GM metabolite concentration have also been reported in athletes without a history of clinically diagnosed concussions. In a small sample study, retired soccer players who never sustained a concussion were compared with former athletes who competed in noncontact sports (NCS), revealing higher levels of mlns and Cho in the posterior cingulate gyrus. Significantly, mlns levels in soccer players were positively correlated with the estimated number of head impacts during the last year and throughout the career of the athlete. Along the same lines, a prospective study with American football high-school players reported decreases in creatine (Cr), mlns, Cho, and Glu + glutamine (Glx) throughout a season in the absence of a diagnosed concussion, which were not present in NCS athletes. 

Taken together, MRS findings in athletes practicing a contact sport (CS), with or without a history of concussion, suggest the presence of significant neurometabolic abnormalities that may persist decades after retirement. Most previous studies, however, have compared CS athletes (A-CS) with NCS athletes (A-NCS) or teammates without a history of concussion. This approach does not take into account the fact that elevated levels of fitness are associated with significant alterations in brain structure and function. Indeed, the brain of athletes differs from that of sedentary controls in terms of WM, GM, and neurochemistry. Importantly, many of the brain effects associated with physical activity overlap those associated with concussion or repeated subconcussive hits to the head. For example, MRS studies have shown that exercise increases brain lactate (Lac) concentration in the brain and that vigorous physical activity significantly increases cortical Glu and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA).

In addition to the immediate effects of physical exercise, higher levels of fitness have also been associated with changes in metabolite concentration. Gonzalez and coworkers have reported elevated levels of NAA and Cho in the frontal and occipitotemporal cortex, respectively, in a group of middle-aged endurance athletes compared with matched sedentary controls. Further, in older persons, high fitness levels have been shown to reduce the effects of age on NAA concentration. These studies make it clear that the brain of highly fit athletes differs from that of sedentary individuals, which in turn may modulate its response to repetitive head impact.

In the present study, MRS of the primary motor cortex (M1) and the prefrontal cortex was used to examine whether a history of repeated exposure to subconcussive hits to the head in CS athletes is associated with neurochemical abnormalities compared with NCS athletes. The M1 was selected as a region of interest (ROI) based on previous studies showing this area to be vulnerable to the effects of concussion using MRS, diffusion tensor imaging, and transcranial magnetic stimulation, whereas the prefrontal cortex was chosen because of its central role in cognitive functioning. In addition, A-CS and A-NCS were compared with sedentary controls. Participants also underwent neuropsychological testing and susceptibility weighted imaging to assess cognitive function and presence of brain micro-hemorrhages.

**Methods**

**Participants**

A total of 72 right-handed participants were recruited for this study (see Table 1 for demographic data), which included three groups: (i) 24 athletes (12 women) practicing a CS in a university team (rugby, soccer; A-CS); (ii) 24 athletes (12 women) practicing a NCS in a university team (swimming; A-NCS); and (iii) 24 nonathletes (12 women; NA). Athletes were recruited from local varsity athletics departments and were screened carefully with a semi-structured interview to rule out the presence of any history of concussions. A semi-structured interview was also conducted with NA participants to ensure they had not taken part in organized sports or regular physical activity (more than once per week). Participants had no psychological, psychiatric, or neurological disorder, and no substance abuse history. The groups were matched with regards to gender, education level, and age. Participants were recruited for a single session that included a neuropsychological assessment followed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The study was conducted at the Unité de Neuroimagerie Fonctionnelle of the Centre de Recherche de l’Institut Universitaire de Gériatrie de Montréal and was approved by the local ethics committee. All subjects gave written informed consent and received financial compensation for their participation.

**Training frequency**

Athletes were tested during the off-season or summer training camp and were never tested after vigorous physical activity or on a practice day. Frequency of training, number of university-level years of play, and total years of practice are presented in Table 2 (information was available for NA: n=20; A-NCS: n=22; A-CS: n=19). In contact-sports athletes, position data were available for 12 soccer players (six defenders, five midfielders, and one forward), and five rugby players (one prop, one lock, one wing, one scrum half, and one outside center).

**Cognitive assessment**

Before the imaging session, participants were evaluated by a trained neuropsychologist. Neuropsychological tests were chosen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Demographic Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-NCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-CS (swimming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; soccer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMI, body mass index; N-A, nonathletes; A-NCS, noncontact-sports athletes; A-CS, contact-sports athletes.

Numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Group Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-NCS (swimming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-CS (rugby &amp; soccer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N-A, nonathletes; A-NCS, noncontact-sports athletes; A-CS, contact-sports athletes.

Numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations.
to evaluate cognitive functions that have been reported to be vulnerable to the effects of concussion and head impact exposure.\textsuperscript{28,29} These were (i) Attention: focused and sustained attention (Ruff 2&7, D2), and processing speed (Symbol Digit Modality Test, Color Trail A, D-KEFS Color-Word Interference Test—Naming and Reading conditions); (ii) Executive Functions: inhibition and mental flexibility (D-KEFS Color Word Interference Test—Inhibition and Inhibition/_switching Conditions, Color Trail B); and (iii) Memory: visual memory (Rey Complex Figure Test).

**MRI**

MR acquisitions were made using a Siemens Trio 3T whole-body MRI system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel receive-only head coil.

**Susceptibility-weighted imaging**

Data were acquired using a high-resolution three-dimensional gradient-echo sequence with the following parameters: time to repetition (TR) = 28 msec, time to echo (TE) = 20 msec, flip angle (FA) = 15 degrees, voxel size = 0.8 x 0.7 x 1.2 mm\textsuperscript{2}, BW = 120 Hz/Px. MRI images were reviewed by a board-certified neuroradiologist, blind to group information, to detect the presence of micro-hemorrhages. Micro-hemorrhages were defined as small round lesions with homogeneous low signal intensity, without continuity with surrounding vascular structures.

**MRS**

Acquisition of neurometabolite signals was performed using a MEGA-PRESS sequence\textsuperscript{30} with the following parameters: TR = 3 sec, TE\textsubscript{1} = 68 msec, FA = 9 degrees. Double-handed pulses for water suppression and editing of \textit{c}-CH\textsubscript{2} GABA resonance at three ppm were used. Variable power with optimized relaxation delays (VA-POR\textsuperscript{31}) and outer volume suppression were optimized for the human 3T system and used for additional water suppression. Four blocks of 32 EDIT OFF and 32 EDIT ON alternate scans were acquired. Frequency drift correction was applied between each block. Using anatomical landmarks described by Younstry and associates,\textsuperscript{32} a first voxel-of-interest (VOI) (30 x 30 x 30 mm\textsuperscript{3}) was positioned over the knob-like area representing the hand in left M1. The second VOI (30 x 30 x 30 mm\textsuperscript{3}) was positioned over the left prefrontal cortex.

MRS data were analyzed using LC Model\textsuperscript{33} for the EDIT DIFF (difference spectra) and the EDIT OFF spectra. Data with Cramér-Rao lower bounds (CRLB) of 35\% or more were excluded from further analysis. An experimentally measured metabolite-nulled macromolecular spectrum from the occipital region and metabolite spectra using chemical shifts and J couplings were used as the basis set for edOFF spectra. The metabolite-nulled basis spectra used in this study were built from occipital acquisitions on an independent set for editOff spectra. The metabolite-nulled basis spectra used in this study were built from occipital acquisitions on an independent set for editOff spectra. The metabolite-nulled basis spectra were obtained from NOBASE=T input parameter.

An experimentally measured metabolite-nulled macromolecular spectrum from the occipital region (average from 11 subjects) and the experimentally measured spectra from 100 mM phantoms of NAA, GABA, Glu, and Gln at 37°C and with pH adjusted to 7.2 were used as the basis set for difference spectra. LC Model spline model of the baseline was deactivated using the NOBASE=T input parameter. No baseline correction, zero-filling, or apodization functions were applied to the \textit{in vivo} data before LC Model analysis. tCr (Cr-CH\textsubscript{3} + PCr-CH\textsubscript{3}), mls, and tNAA (\textit{n}NAA+\textit{n}AG) concentrations were obtained from EDIT OFF spectra, and GABA and Gix concentrations were obtained from difference spectra.

Metabolite quantification was performed using a water reference. Tissue composition was obtained from the anatomical MR images of each subject, which were segmented to GM, WM, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) content using the automated FreeSurfer pipeline (V 5.3.0). The T\textsubscript{1} and T\textsubscript{2} relaxation times of water used in the calculation of attenuation factors were taken from published reports (T\textsubscript{1}[GM] = 1.29 s, T\textsubscript{1}[WM] = 0.87 s, T\textsubscript{1}[CSF] = 4 s, T\textsubscript{2}[GM] = 110 ms, T\textsubscript{2}[WM] = 80 msec, and T\textsubscript{2}[CSF] = 400 msec).\textsuperscript{34,35} Water attenuation was computed using the fractional volume of each compartment.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version 24 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY). One way analyses of variance with group (A-CS, A-NCS, NA) as the between-subjects factor were conducted for neuropsychological and neurometabolic data. A Kruskal-Wallis H test was used to compare the number of micro-hemorrhages between groups.

**Results**

**Cognitive assessment**

There were no significant differences between groups in terms of age and education level (Table 1), and any of the neuropsychological measures (Table 3).

**Susceptibility weighted imaging**

Possible micro-hemorrhages were found in one participant in the NA group in the right temporal, bilateral inferior frontal, and right frontal lobes (Fig. 1A), and one participant in the A-NCS group in the left frontal lobe (Fig. 1B). A Kruskal-Wallis H test showed no difference between the three groups (\(h = 1.01, p = 0.60\)).

**MRS**

Six participants were excluded from MRS GABA analysis. In the M1, one participant was excluded because of CRLB above 35\% (A-NCS). In the prefrontal cortex, five participants were excluded because of CRLB above 35\% (A-CS: two participants; NA: three participants). Analysis of all MRS spectra in two additional participants (A-CS, A-NCS) in the prefrontal ROI could not be performed because of signal quality issues.

In the M1 (Fig. 2A), a significant group effect was found for mls (\(n = 72; f = 3.76, p = 0.029\)), which was higher in the A-CS group compared with both NA (\(p = 0.029\)) and A-NCS (\(p = 0.016\)) groups (Fig. 2B). In the prefrontal cortex (Fig 2A), a significant group effect was found for GABA (\(n = 65; f = 4.32, p = 0.017\); Fig. 2C), where concentrations were lower in the A-CS group compared with the A-NCS group (\(p = 0.005\)). A significant group effect was also found for Glx (\(n = 70; f = 3.15, p = 0.049\); Fig. 2D), where concentrations were lower in the A-CS group compared with the A-NCS group (\(p = 0.016\)).

Experatory correlational analysis was performed to determine whether GABA and Glx concentrations in the prefrontal cortex were associated with neuropsychological test scores. For the whole sample, there was a significant correlation between GABA concentration and D2-hits scores (\(n = 65; r = 0.26, p = 0.036\)). For the A-CS group, Glx was positively correlated with RCFT-recognition (\(n = 23; r = 0.50, p = 0.015\); Fig. 3A), RCFT-immediate recall (\(n = 23; r = 0.43, p = 0.042\); Fig. 3B) and RCFT-delayed recall (\(n = 23; r = 0.50, p = 0.016\); Fig. 3C).
Discussion

The present results provide evidence that repeated exposure to subconcussive hits to the head is associated with higher levels of mIns in the M1 of A-CS compared with both A-NCS and sedentary controls. In the prefrontal cortex, GABA and Glx concentrations were lower in A-CS compared with A-NCS only, because sedentary controls and A-CS did not differ significantly on both measures. Further, in A-CS, increased prefrontal Glx levels were associated with superior performance on the RCFT. Finally, groups were equivalent in terms of neuropsychological test scores and presence of micro-hemorrhages.

Elevated mIns levels have been reported after nonsports-related traumatic brain injury (TBI). In children with moderate-to-severe TBI with presumed diffuse axonal injury, mIns concentrations were higher in occipital gray matter compared with controls and higher in patients with poor outcome compared with patients with good outcome. In adults, Kierans and colleagues reported elevated

Table 3. Neuropsychological Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>Raw score</th>
<th></th>
<th>Group effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>A-NCS</td>
<td>A-CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Ruff 2&amp;7</td>
<td>AD speed</td>
<td>176.9</td>
<td>181.1</td>
<td>186.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AD errors</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AD accuracy</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CS speed</td>
<td>139.6</td>
<td>144.9</td>
<td>150.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CS errors</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CS accuracy</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total hits</td>
<td>198.1</td>
<td>206.7</td>
<td>203.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total errors</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing speed</td>
<td>SDMT</td>
<td>Total correct</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CWIT</td>
<td>Color name time</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Color read time</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CT-A time</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>27.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition/flexibility</td>
<td>CWIT</td>
<td>Inhibition time</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Color trail</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CT-B time</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual memory</td>
<td>RCFT</td>
<td>Copy</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Immediate recall</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delayed recall</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N-A, nonathletes; A-NCS, noncontact-sports athletes; A-CS, contact-sports athletes; SMDT, Symbol Digit Modality test; CWIT, Color-Word Interference Test; RCFT, Rey Complex Figure Test.

NFIG. 1. Possible micro-hemorrhages in participants. (A) Nonathlete (right temporal, bilateral inferior frontal, and right frontal lobes). (B) Athlete in a noncontact sport (left frontal lobe).
putaminal mIns in patients with mild TBI at 21 days post-injury. Similar findings have been reported in human38,39 and animal models of TBI.40,41

Myo-inositol is an organic osmolyte that is believed to be a marker of glial cell activation associated with neuroinflammation and gliosis.42 After TBI, reactive astrogliosis occurs leading to what is called glial scarring, which may limit axonal repair and regeneration.42 In athletes with a history of concussion, mIns levels have also been found to be elevated in the M1 six months post-concussion.7 More importantly, the present findings are strikingly similar to those reported by Koerte and associates,16 who found higher levels of mIns in the posterior cingulate cortex of former professional soccer players without a known concussion history, which were positively correlated with an estimate of lifetime headings.16

The present study confirms these results in a larger sample and shows that mIns levels in M1 are elevated in A-CS compared with both A-NCS and sedentary controls. Further, because participants were not tested after vigorous physical activity or on a practice day, and in light of data showing that mIns levels remain unchanged immediately after high-intensity exercise,24 the present results suggest that mIns alterations are independent of physical activity levels and most likely related to repeated exposure to head impacts.

In the prefrontal cortex, GABA and Glx levels were lower in A-CS compared with A-NCS. The A-CS and A-NCS were not significantly different from sedentary controls, however. These data underscore the need to include participants with no sports exposure in studies assessing the effects of repeated subconcussive head impacts. Indeed, a simple comparison between the two athlete groups could lead to the conclusion that practicing a contact sport may be associated with lower GABA and Glx concentrations. This is not necessarily the case, however, because we show that GABA and Glx levels in A-CS are not different from those of nonathletes.

Two distinct mechanisms may therefore underlie the observed effect. First, repeated subconcussive hits may be associated with small, nonsignificant reductions in Glx and GABA. Although GABA levels have been shown to be normal in athletes with a history of concussion,43,44 reduced Glx has been found in the acute7 and chronic45 phases of concussion. Second, high fitness levels may increase Glx and GABA and concentrations. Vigorous physical activity has been associated with acute increases in Glu and GABA levels in the visual cortex.24 Further, the same study reported that baseline Glu levels could be predicted by the amount of physical activity performed in the week before testing.24 This suggests that high levels of fitness achieved through repeated physical activity could lead to sustained increases in baseline levels of Glx and GABA.

The present results cannot disentangle the relative contributions of a history of subconcussive hits to the head and sustained physical activity in explaining the differences in prefrontal metabolite concentration between A-CS and A-NCS. They suggest, however, that neurometabolic effects of subconcussive hits to the head in the prefrontal cortex are, if present, modest.

Contrary to other neuroimaging methods such as functional MRI or diffusion imaging, MRS requires a priori selection of ROIs where metabolite concentrations are assessed. This has resulted in important study heterogeneity,4,5 where neurochemical abnormalities in
athletes with a history of concussion have been reported in areas such as the corpus callosum,\(^6\) thalamus,\(^7\) M1,\(^6\) and frontal cortex.\(^9\) In the study of soccer players with no history of concussion, increases in mIns, similar to those reported here, were found in the posterior cingulate cortex.\(^16\) Importantly, as mentioned by Dimou and co-workers,\(^4\) these different ROIs can show different patterns of metabolic alterations, even within a single study.

The reason for these discrepancies remains difficult to determine. It has been suggested that cellular differences between brain areas may account for some of the differential effects reported between brain areas.\(^7\) Because concussions occur in response to linear and rotational accelerations, primarily through shear deformation, specific cortical areas may be more vulnerable to the biomechanical forces resulting from direct impact with the head.\(^38\) Although concussions result from heterogeneous insults, possible gliosis in the present study was limited to the M1.

Region-specific increases in mIns levels have been reported in previous studies of patients with TBI.\(^7,36,37\) For example, Kierans and associates\(^37\) found higher mIns in the putamen 22 days after mTBI with normal levels in the caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, and thalamus. Similarly, mIns in M1 was found to be higher in concussed athletes six months post-concussion while it remained unchanged in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.\(^7\) It has been shown that astrocytes are heterogeneous in terms of gene expression profile, physiology, developmental pattern, and functional specialization.\(^49\) Further, reactive astrocytes do not respond to TBI in a spatially homogeneous fashion. Rather, studies in rats have shown that the morphology of reactive astrocytes can be very different across brain areas after brain injury, where the presence of a gliotic scar was found in the hippocampal area but not in the medial geniculate body after lateral fluid percussion.\(^50\) In addition, in the same study, the presence of gliosis was found to vary across locations as a function of time since brain injury.\(^50\) These data suggest that glial response to repeated hits to the head is not homogeneous and that some brain areas may be more vulnerable than others.

Similarly, results from the present study show that the possible effects of sports practice on metabolite levels are also not distributed homogeneously across brain areas. In a study exploring the association between aerobic fitness and neurometabolite concentration, Gonzales and colleagues\(^21\) reported that higher cardiopulmonary fitness was associated with higher NAA in the frontal cortex and higher Cho in the occipital parietal cortex. It was suggested that regional differences could be explained by the fact that the cognitive benefits of increased fitness are particularly important for executive functions, which are located primarily in frontal areas.\(^51\) It is therefore possible that the frontal-specific modulation of GABA and Glx reported here are associated with cognitive functioning, despite the absence of group differences in neuropsychological testing. More studies are needed to identify the cause of regional heterogeneity in the metabolic response to head impacts and physical activity and determine whether the spatial pattern of abnormalities, in the case of concussion and subconcussive hits, has clinical significance.

Although the three groups were equivalent in terms of cognitive performance, Glx levels were positively correlated with scores on the recognition, immediate recall, and delayed recall tasks of the RCFT in A-CS, where a higher concentration of Glx in the prefrontal cortex was associated with better performance. Whereas some studies have reported that subconcussive hits to the head, such as those associated with heading in soccer, can lead to long-term cognitive impairments,\(^51\) recent data suggest that the impact of repeated blows to the head may disappear or have limited impact in
Later life. Studies have also shown that sports practice can have a positive impact on cognition even later in life. Despite this evidence, recent data suggest that traditional neuropsychological tests may lack sensitivity and specificity in detecting subtle cognitive alterations associated with repetitive head impacts, especially in the absence of concussion.

Koerte and coworkers recently addressed this issue by using pointing tasks to assess sensorimotor and cognitive control in adolescent soccer players with no history of concussion. Whereas cognitive control improved over time with practice in table tennis players and swimmers, performance remained stable in soccer players. Further, improvement in cognitive performance was negatively correlated with the number of long headers performed by soccer players during the season.

Taken together, the available data suggest that subtle impairments in cognitive function in A-CS may have been missed in the present study. Indeed, traditional neuropsychological tests in a university-level, healthy population may lack the necessary sensitivity to detect impairments related to a history of subconcussive hits, although the present data also suggest that practicing CS does not lead to clinically relevant alterations in general cognitive functioning in young athletes.

Another important issue regarding neuropsychological results in the present study is the absence of significantly better cognitive performance in athletes, especially those practicing a NCS, compared with nonathletes. Although contradictory findings have been reported when assessing the link between sports practice and cognitive performance, some studies have shown that higher fitness levels may be associated with better cognition. For example, Zhu and colleagues found that cardiorespiratory fitness at 25 years of age was associated with cognitive performance 25 years later on tests of memory (Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test) and psychomotor speed (Digit Symbol Substitution Test). Further, in a meta-analysis comprising mainly professional and varsity college athletes, Voss and collaborators reported an overall positive and significant effect of sports practice on cognitive function. The most robust and straightforward result was found for processing speed, with a medium effect size of 0.67.

The absence of significant group differences in the present study could be because of a ceiling effect, where neuropsychological tests lack sensitivity to detect subtle cognitive differences in young, healthy, university-level students. Nevertheless, in a measure of attention (D2), a statistical trend was found for a reduced number of errors in A-NCS compared with non-athletes and A-CS. Further studies using sensitive laboratory tasks are needed therefore to better understand the cognitive effects of sports and their interaction with repeated hits to the head.

Finally, the present study found no evidence for the presence of cerebral micro-hemorrhages in the brain of A-CS without a history of concussion, which is in line with previous studies. Indeed, Toth and associates found no evidence for micro-hemorrhages in a sample of 14 patients with uncomplicated mTBI patients compared with healthy controls, and Hasiloglu and coworkers reported no significant difference in the number of micro-hemorrhages between amateur boxers and healthy controls. In another study conducted with patients with a mTBI unrelated to sports practice, however, it was found that patients presented up to four times more microhemorrhages in subcortical and cortical areas compared with healthy controls. This discrepancy may be because susceptibility-weighted angiography was used in the study of Huang and collaborators and that TBI in a nonsporting context may be associated with different outcomes than sports concussions. Taken together, these data suggest that athletes without a history of concussion that practice a CS are not at a higher risk of presenting cerebral microhemorrhages than the general population.

Limitations to the present study include the absence of objective data detailing exposure to subconcussive hits. Although a detailed description of lifetime exposure was not possible, quantitative assessment can be achieved prospectively by using helmets fitted with systems that measure biomechanical impact or patch accelerometers. Although head impact telemetry systems would have provided valuable data regarding recent exposure, the bulk of lifetime subconcussive hits would still have been missed, however. Nevertheless, in a study in soccer players, Koerte and colleagues reported an average of 32.7 self-reported headers per week in the year preceding testing in a sample of former professional soccer players. Also, in a recent study using a mastoid patch accelerometer, Reynolds and coworkers showed an estimated average of 2133 head impacts per year in male soccer players. Soccer is also one of the sports with the highest incidence of concussion at the collegiate level.

While epidemiological and head impact exposure data are more scarce for rugby, a recent prospective epidemiological study found that concussion rates were significantly higher in college rugby than in college football. Taken together, these data strongly suggest that athletes in the CS group were exposed repeatedly to head contacts compared with sedentary and NCS controls. It should be mentioned, however, that exposure to subconcussive hits and concussion rates are not necessarily correlated. Soccer is probably associated with higher numbers of sub-concussive hits because of frequent headings while high-velocity contact in rugby could lead to more concussive events. Nevertheless, these data strongly suggest that in the present study, head impacts were frequent and sustained in A-CS.

A second limitation to the present study is the absence of an objective measure of fitness levels, which is usually represented as maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max). Although VO2max was not measured in the present study, there is overwhelming evidence that elite athletes present higher overall aerobic fitness compared with healthy, sedentary individuals. Maximal oxygen uptake has been shown to be around 40 mL · kg−1 · min−1 in young and adult persons within the general population. Values upward of 55 to 60 mL · kg−1 · min−1, on the other hand, have been reported in elite athletes practicing soccer, rugby, and swimming. This suggests that athletes in the present study presented superior fitness levels than nonathletes, because inclusion in a varsity-level sports club such as soccer, rugby, and swimming requires intense and repeated physical training. In addition, it can be assumed reasonably that fitness levels were comparable for the three sports, as similar VO2max values have been reported.

Conclusion

The present study suggests the existence of a specific neurochemical marker of repeated exposure to subconcussive hits in the M1 of athletes practicing a CS at the varsity level. The clinical significance of the present results, however, remains to be determined, because cognitive performance and vascular integrity were found to be normal in A-CS. Other neurometabolic group differences were observed in the prefrontal cortex, which may be related to the beneficial effects of high levels of fitness in athletes. These findings are important in light of the recent surge in scientific and media interest in the issue of possible brain damage associated with sports concussion and hits to the head in general. As suggested elsewhere, data supporting the notion of detrimental effects of CS...
on brain health should be weighted against the known beneficial effects of sports practice.\textsuperscript{74}
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